The Center of Power
and Transportation
Broadway Bridge Area
Looking North, ca. 1930
on this 1870 map, the millrace runs
from above the dam, circled left,
to power the woolen mill, flour mill,
and the agricultural works, circled
right.
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across broadway from argo Mills, the agricultural Works (right) made farm machinery,
horse-drawn mowers, plows, rakes, and hay
tenders. it was the city’s largest employer
in the 1890s.

3
here in the 1930s, you would have seen the
Sgastanding
works in front of you (1) with its large storage
tanks, as well as Edison’s power station (2) at the end
of the bridge. The railroad station (3) was behind you.
Early settlers and travelers arrived on foot, on
horseback, or by stagecoach, following Indian trails
that crossed the river where the bridge is today.
Wagons carried supplies until the railroad reached
Ann Arbor from Detroit in 1839.

Water was Ann Arbor’s earliest source of power.
By 1830 a dam upriver diverted water into the millrace (4), parallel to the river (5), to provide power
for Lower Town’s mills and later the Agricultural
Works (see map above). In 1858, at a site south of the
railroad tracks (6), the Ann Arbor Gas Light Company
began using coal to make artificial gas for street
lamps, home heating, lighting, and cooking. Gas
stored in large tanks was distributed through five
miles of pipe. The gas works moved to this larger site

north of the tracks in 1900, a few years after an
explosion damaged the old works.
After the flour mill burned in 1904, its owners built
a small hydroelectric power plant on the site (2). The
next year the Edison Company acquired the dam and
the power plant, which they later enlarged. In 1928
they built a warehouse across Broadway on the site
of the former Agricultural Works. The gas company
became part of Michigan Consolidated Gas in 1938
and merged with Edison into DTE Energy in 2002.

when the new michigan central
railroad depot opened in 1887,
boosters described it as “the
finest on the line between buffalo and chicago.” more than
a dozen trains a day brought
freight as well as crowds of
visitors, businessmen, entertainers, and students. in 1969
the passenger depot was converted into the gandy dancer
restaurant.
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